
English Language Arts Implementation Look Fors based on the Common Core Standards Shifts 

Teacher Name_______________________________________   Date:___________________ 

ELA Shift You see the teacher… You see students… 
Increased 
Emphasis on 
Informational 
Texts K-5 

___giving students informational text to read as often as they do literature 
___providing lessons and tasks that are ground in informational text 
___providing strategy instruction to students for literature and informational text 
___teaching content knowledge through informational texts 
___scaffolding (reading to, using graphic organizers, modeling) for students when text 
contains difficult content 

___reading multiple informational texts across content areas 
___reading informational text throughout the day 
___practicing and applying informational based text strategies 
___processing content learned in informational texts 
___acquiring content and text knowledge as a result of teacher scaffolding of 
informational texts 

Literacy in the 
Content Areas  
6-12 

___giving students assignments that require them to read content area texts 
___doing less frontloading and providing of content and requiring students gain more 
informational for texts read 
___providing students with reading and writing strategy instruction  
___facilitating students use of text as a key part of instruction 
___giving students tasks that require them to cite textual evidence both orally and in writing 

___reading content- based texts of many types 
___reading more and thinking critically about what has been read 
___practicing and applying reading and writing strategies  
___responding  to text-based tasks alone and collaboratively  
___utilizing multiple texts as a source for both evidence-based reading and writing  

Staircase of 
Text  
Complexity 

___exposing K-2 students  to complex text through read aloud 
___assigning students a range of texts to read that are matched to text complexity demand 
in standards 
___reading complex level text to students and engaging them in activities that require them 
to think deeply about what they have read or heard  
___giving students tasks that require close and deep reading of text 
___scheduling increased amounts of time to allow for students’ reading of complex text and 
activities 
___allowing  students to productively struggle 
___scaffolding text for students as needed; but not doing the work for them 

___reading a variety of texts that fall in the text complexity range for their grade 
level independently 
___engaging in cooperative discussions, responding to questions, participating in 
tasks that require processing of text read 
___engaging in close reading activities 
___reading a variety of complex texts both in class and outside of class  

Text-Dependent 
Questions 

___asking students questions that require them to refer to the text in order to respond both 
orally and in writing 
___teaching  students strategies for citing evidence from text 
___crafting questions for students that are text dependent the majority of the time 
___asking students questions that require them to cite, infer, and respond to questions that 
are at higher levels of Webb’s Depth of Knowledge 
___building in increased processing time for students to respond to text-dependent questions  

___citing  text both orally and in writing when responding to questions 
___becoming accustomed to responding to questions based in the test (literally 
or inferentially) 
___responding to questions at both the lower and upper levels of thinking with 
consistent reference to text  
___ engaging in close reading activities that require students to read and reread, 
developing stamina for task completion   

Writing from 
Sources 

___providing students direct instruction on how to write various types of writing, using rubrics 
as an instructional tool 
___having students write often for multiple purposes 
___providing students instruction in how to write both argument and 
informational/explanatory writing 
___teaching students text features and how to apply to writing  
___providing modeling and instruction to students on how to use multiple sources to build 
logical arguments and compose accurate informational texts 
___assigning students short term research projects   

___writing both argument and informational/explanatory text often 
___following the procedures and strategies learned to compose both argument 
and informational/explanatory, and narrative writing 
___identifying appropriate  multiple sources  when writing and utilizing sources 
to make strong arguments or provide accurate information 
___conducting short research projects on a regular basis 

Academic 
Vocabulary 

___providing direct and explicit instruction of academic vocabulary  
___using research-based instructional strategies that teach both vocabulary acquisition and 
word meaning strategies  
___developing students’ ability to use and access words found in text that may slightly out of 
reach 
___selecting an appropriate number and type of academic and domain-specific vocabulary to 
teach vs. an extensive isolated vocabulary list 

___ engaging in multiple activities that support  acquisition of vocabulary or 
provide strategies to identify word-meaning 
___learning and applying academic vocabulary in reading, writing, speaking, and 
listening 
___understanding how to identify the meaning of  
___spending  more time learning words, word nuances and associating words 
with others instead of learning individual isolated vocabulary 
___comprehending and applying  both Tier Two and Tier Three vocabulary in 
reading, writing, speaking and listening successfully perform tasks 
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